
 

Mars, here we come…  

 

Mars, here we come … 
NAME: AGNESE FANTINI 

NAME: CATERINA CASU 

SCHOOL / CLASS: 4H 

EXPERIMENT: BIOLOGY 

RESEARCH QUESTION

Why does NASA make spacesuits longer than neces

earth? 

 

HYPOTHESIS (indicate the correct answer)

In space, because of the lack of gravity,

This has two reasons: 

1)  The muscle mass supporting the astronaut’s 

2) The discs between the vertebra

 compressed by the vertebra
 

OPERATION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

- Put one measuring tape

accurately. Measure all the pupils of you

down. Make sure you measure to the millimeter!

- Read the mass of every pupil 

- Put the mass and length in the table. 

- Compare the results by calculating the percentage difference. 

the bodylength and the mass of the pupil.
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Mars, here we come …  
NAME: 

NAME: 

MARKS:        /… 

EXPERIMENT: BIOLOGY – bodylength

RESEARCH QUESTION 

spacesuits longer than necessary for the bodylength on 

(indicate the correct answer) 

ecause of the lack of gravity, your bodylength is longer

upporting the astronaut’s spine decreases

The discs between the vertebrae are thicker/thinner because they aren’t 

by the vertebrae. This is called “spinal unloading”.

OPERATION OF THE EXPERIMENT  

measuring tape on the wall and one on the table.

Measure all the pupils of your group, both standing up and l

Make sure you measure to the millimeter! 

of every pupil on a scale. 

Put the mass and length in the table.  

Compare the results by calculating the percentage difference. 

the bodylength and the mass of the pupil. ) 
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bodylength 

sary for the bodylength on 

longer/shorter.  

decreases/increases.  

because they aren’t 

e. This is called “spinal unloading”. 

table. Work very 

r group, both standing up and lying 

Compare the results by calculating the percentage difference. (Keep in mind 
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THE RESULTS / OBSERVATIONS
name bodymass (kg)

 

ANNA  

 

 

49,3 

 

AGNESE 

 

 

49,8 

 

MARCO 

 

 

65,5 

 

MATTEO 

 

 

71,8 

If you lie down, your bodylength 

If your bodylength is longer, the percentage diff

If your mass is bigger, the percentage differ

CONCLUSION 

Watch the following clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQWrd

Combine this information with the results of the experiment.

NASA makes spacesuits longer than necessary for the bodylength on 

Because in the space the gravity force is lower than on Earth, so 

the discs between the vertebrae are less compressed and become

thicker sp that the length of the spine is bigger and the astronauts 

are higher. 

  

  

THE RESULTS / OBSERVATIONS 
odymass (kg) bodylength – 

standing up (m) 
bodylength 
lying down (m)

 

1,63 

 

1,64 

 

1,69 

 

1,70 

 

1,72 

 

1,73 

 

1,76 

 

1,77 

If you lie down, your bodylength is longer than when you stand up.

If your bodylength is longer, the percentage difference in bodylength is 

If your mass is bigger, the percentage difference in bodylengthe is

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQWrd

Combine this information with the results of the experiment. 

NASA makes spacesuits longer than necessary for the bodylength on 

se in the space the gravity force is lower than on Earth, so 

the discs between the vertebrae are less compressed and become

thicker sp that the length of the spine is bigger and the astronauts 
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odylength – 
ying down (m) 

percentage 
difference 

 

0,61% 

 

0,59% 

 

 

0,58% 

 

0,57% 

than when you stand up. 

erence in bodylength is lower 

ence in bodylengthe is lower 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQWrd-nm4RE  

NASA makes spacesuits longer than necessary for the bodylength on earth. Why? 

se in the space the gravity force is lower than on Earth, so 

the discs between the vertebrae are less compressed and become 

thicker sp that the length of the spine is bigger and the astronauts 
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REFLECTION 

Did you expect this answer? 

A kind of. 

 

Compare your results with the results in the other school. Did you 

same conclusion?  

Yes, we did.  

  

  

Did you expect this answer?  

Compare your results with the results in the other school. Did you 
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Compare your results with the results in the other school. Did you come to the 


